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REPORT GM MISSION TO ETHIOPIA 

3, 4t  5 November 1976 

I - INTRODUCTION 

A, Purpose of Mission 

To attend the Third Meeting of the Follow-up Committee on 

Industrialization in Africa in Africa Hall, Economic Commiesion 

for Africa, Addis Ababa on 4 and 5 November.    The UNIDO delegation 

which was headed by the Executive Director, Dr. A. Khane, consisted 

of Mr. A. Feraldis, Industrial Development Officer - Regional and 

Country Studies Section, International Centre for Industrial Studies, 

Mr. J. Paschke, Industrial Development Officer - Factory Establish- 

ment and Management Section, Industrial Operations Division and the 

writer of this report. 

B. Preparations for the 

The Follow-up Committee on Industrialization in Africa has 

been assigned by the Conference of African Ministers of Industry 

(held in Nairobi 17-22 December 1975) the fooal role in the regional 

consultations and negotiations at world level and in monitoring the 

achievement of the quantitative target for African industrialization 

(2£ of world industrial production) in keeping with the overall 

implementation of the objectives of the Lima Declaration and Plan of 

Aotion at the African regional level.    In agreement with and at the 

request of the Exeoutive Secretary of the Economic Commission for 

Africa (BCA), UNIDO had made available to ECA in September three staff 

members:    Messrs. Oettinger, Paschke and Janiszewski; papers were 

prepared in collaboration with the ECA Secretariat on the following 

projects endorsed by the Nairobi Conference of African Ministerat the 

establishment of an African Industrial Development Fund (Mr. Oettinger), 

an African Regional Centre for Consulting Engineering and Management. 

•» Afrioan Regional Centre for Plant Design and Construction (Mr. Paschke), 

M.amm'f 
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•nd •" African Regional Cantre for the Development and Trensfer of 

Technolog (Mr. Janiszewski).    All of these inter-country projects 

were included in the provisional agenda; however, the last named 

was dropped and the other three were subsequently modified both in 

substance (i.e. obj-cti"es,  justification, etc.) ind in the modus 

operandi.    As the writer was mainly concerned with item 4 (b) of 

the agenda (system of consultations at regional, inter-regional and 

global levels) and since my colleagues are dealing in exterso with 

the decisions on the inter-country projects, I shall only briefly 

mention the major outcome of the debates. 

C»    Organization of the Meeting 

By decision of the Third Conference of African Ministers 

ol   inuuan-jf rieiu in «aiww   vu«o«iuoo±-  xjtjj,   t"t» co.iipotuu.tuii  ox   tu* 

Follow-up Committee was increased to 12 Ministers of Commerce and Industry, 

i.e. three representatives from each of the four sub-regions as follows: 

For the Central African Sub-reason;    Central Afrioan Republio, 
Rwanda and Zaire 

For th« Eajt African Sub-region; Kenya, Lesotho and Zambia 

For the North African Sub-region;        Algeria, Tunisia and Sudan 

For the West African Sub-region; Benin, Ghana and Nigeria. 

Only eight representatives of African countries attended out of which 

only three at ministerial level; Nigeria, Lesotho and Zambia; the 

remainder were represented through their embassies in Addis Ababa or 

by Assistant Ministers or Director of Industry level.    All four sub- 

regions were represented by at least two representatives with the 

exception of the North African sub-regi on which wis represented by 

the Sudan only.    Absent from the meeting were vepreaentatives from 

Algeria, Benin, Rwanda and Tunisia.    Four of the 12 member countries - 

Central Afrioan Republic, Lesotho, Sudan and Rwanda are least developed 

or land-looked oountrie«; all, except Rwanda attended the 

meeting.    Thus it appears that full Afrioan involvement in this first 

meeting of the enlarged Follow-up Committee on Industrialisation in 

• •—1t 
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Africa was not achieved.    Annex I shows a liât of participants. 

In addition to the UMIDO, other international and regional 

organizations were also represented such as OAU, UNDP, WHO, and 

the East African Development Bank. 

II - GENERAL ACCOUNT OP THE PROCEEDINGS OP THE MEETING (Please see 
¡Annex II and III for the Agenda and Provisional Annotated Agenda) 

A.    Introduction 

Prior to the meeting, a conference was held in ECA, chaired 

by the Executive Secretary and the Executive Director and attended by 

the UNDP Resident Representative and Assistant Administrator, members 

of the UNIDO delegation and the Acting Chief of the BGA/UNIDO Joint 

Industry Division.    The conference afforded a good opportunity to air 

some of the variety of views expressed on the proposed inter-country 

projects, in particular the inter-relationship of the African Centre 

for Transfer, Adaptation and Development of Technology with the other 

two functional Centres for Consulting Engineering and Management and 

for Plant Design and Construction.    UNIDO felt that the projects, as 

now elaborated by ECA, bore little resemblance to the original projects 

submitted by UNIDO.    While UNIDO felt that the Centras have an advisory 

function ito fulfill, ECA opined on the other hand that they should in 

fact promote specific industries.    Concerning the Centre for /-Uptation, 

Transfer and Development of Technology, it was emphasised that it should 

"go down to practicalities" as far as research and promotion of tech- 

nological development was oonoerned.    As stated by the Executive Director, 

"transfer of technology" was full of "ambiguities" and there was a need 

to consult African countries to clarify their needs since the practical 

approach may not appi;   to all 48 African countries with their varying 

needs and different stages of development.    Consequently, consideration 

•ay be given to a sub-regional approach as appropriate technology nay vary 

from oountry to oountry (for cultural, environmental, climatological and 

other factors).   In this connexion, the Executive Director stressed that 

è 
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it was essential to lay down the linkage between the two 

functional centres and the Centre on Adaptation, Transfer 

and Development of Technology. 

The executive Secretary mentioned that BCA is «rivin«' 

priority to fielding separate country missions in Africa to 

elicit specific African requirements for the centres.    He 

wondered whether UNDP financing situation would allow for 

more flexibility in supporting these field missions. 

Mr. John Saunders, the Regional Representative and Assistant 

Administrator explained that there were three sources of financing: 

(a) an amount of $10 million has been set aside for the coming 

1977-1981  Inter-country Programme for new projects; 

(b) the balance of Inter-country Programme funds,  i.e. about 

$110 million are committed for on-going projects in the 

coming IPP cycle (1977-1981);  the possibility of launching 

new projects is therefore modest.    The mid-term revi -w of 

the Inter-country Programme to be undertaken in 1978 may 

yield some savingB which could be applied to new projects; 

(c) the possibility of financing from the national IPP1«: Mr. Saunders 

explained that the national IPFs during the forthcoming cycle 

are expected to increase from $460 to $560 million.    On the 

substance of the project, Mr. Saunders felt that the budget for 

the Centres will need to be increased by 50 percent and that 

there was a need to scrutinize the concern and requirements of 

the African countries before launching the project. 

B.    General Account of the Proceedings 

The agenda covered nine items during the two-day meeting. 

Opening statements were made by the Chairman of the Committee, the 

Federal Commissioner for Industry of Nigeria - Dr.  R.A. Adeleye, the 

Executive Secretary of BCA,    the Assistant Secretary-General 

J 
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for Econome and Social Affairs of the Organization of African 

Unity (OAU) and the Executive Secretary of UNIDO.    In addition, 

the representative the World Intellectual Property Organization 

(WIPO) also made a statement.    Please refer to Annex  IV   for a 

copy of the statements. 

In the discussions that followed concerning agenda item 4(a) 

Implementation of the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action at the 

African Regional level. several countries such as Zaire and Lesotho 

stressed the  debt   burden of many African countries as a constraint 

to implementing the Lima target.    The Minister of Industry of 

Lesotho pleaded for a disciplined approach in implementing an 

industrialization strategy and that in many African countries, 

there was a waste in the use of natural resources,  financial resources 

and of manpower resources.    One of the means to achieve the Lima 

target would be for African countries "to sacrifice luxury items" 

and he recommended that the Follow-up Committee should recommend 

that a special study be undertaken as to what luxury items and 

facilities could be eliminated. 

The Executive Director of UNIDO commented on the problem of 

food production, infrastructure and communications in Africa all 

of which are interlinked.    The Chairman, in closing the debate on 

this item, drew attention to the following sectors which should be 

oarefully examined: 

(a) the infrastructure problem 

(b) lack of manpower 

(c) the need for a disciplined approach - i.e. maximum use of 

resources which would lead to a ci earar  definition of priorities 

(d) communication problems. 

The meeting then reviewed agenda item 4(b) System of Industrial 

Consultations at the regional, inter-regional and global level».    The 
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main thrust of the dialogue on this i neue maintained that the 

eye ten should aim at improving B«If-reliance in Africa.    Many 

delegates felt that the challenge of intra-African negotiation is 

more crucial and important than inter-African negotiation and that 

the former should be increasingly used as a tool for collective 

self-reliance and co-operation in such fields as the metal industry, 

the chemical industry, etc.     One delegate (Zambia) expressed the 

view that African states do not unfortunately have the "political will" 

to co-operate.    There was no need to "over-emphasize industrialization" 

in those areas where Africa lacke technology, finance,  administrative 

and managerial capacities and trained manpower. 

The meeting calif* on the OAU representative to solve certain 

political problems including industrialization in Africa.    The UNIDO 

delivered a statement on the system of consultations giving the 

historical background, the UNIDO approach for implementing the mandate 

given to it under the various legislative resolutions by the General 

Assembly and the regional implications of the system of consultations, 

etc.    (Please see Annex V and VII). 

The discuB8ions that followed concerned the inter-country projects 

approved by the Third Conference of African Ministers in Nairobi - i.e. 

the African Centre for Industrial Consulting Engineering and Management, 

the African Regional Centre for the Transfer. Adaptation and Development 

of Technology and the African Regional Centre for Industrial Plant 

De sigi and Manufacturing - items 5 (a)  (b) and (c) of the agenda.    The 

ComsiUee had before it project proposals prepared by EC A in which the 

UNIDO had provided some inputs in terms of direct staff support to ECA. 

However,  the final documents as presented to the Committee had not been 

reviewed by UNIDO prior to their finalization.    Many of the delegates 

did not go into the substance of these projects and they were approved 

with very minor modifications on the underutanding that the projects 

could not be finalised until EC A/UN IDO fields preparatory assistance 

missions to selected African countries to review the requirements of the 

ti —* J 
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projects, the contributions uhich African countries are expected 

to make both in terms of host arrangements and in financial terms, 

the objectives of the Centres, the modalities of their operation, 

etc.,  and finally their location. 

Concerni g item 6 of tho agenda The Establishment of the 

African Industrial Development Fund (AIDF),  there was a strong 

feeling among the delegates present that it is premature to conceive 

of the establishment of such a fund without examining the possibility 

of the African  Development bank's capacity to manage such a fund 

especially as it has just recently established an African Development 

Fund.     The linkage,  therefore,  between the African Development Fund (ADF) 

and the possible African Industrial Development Fund (AIDF) needs to be 

determined and specified.    The fear was expressed that the African 

Governments would not be able to "rationalize the proliferation of 

institutions with overlapping responsibilities" in Africa (the OAU 

Assistant Secretary-General). 

The Executive Director of UNIDO agreed that there was a need for 

greater investigation before the fund is »t up and that the Committee 

should devote more time to   clarify        the objectives of the fund 

(in particular with reference to para. 48 of the Agreed Conclusions of 

the Nairobi Conference of African Ministers on the functions of the fund). 

The representatives of the East African Development Fund (EADF) 

felt that one should not prejudge which existing banking institution 

Bhould manage such a new fund.    He felt that the existing African Funds 

such as ADF and EADF had difficulties in raising funds to finalize general 

feasibility studies which are not directly bankable (such as the iron and 

steel industry in East Africa, etc.) 

The Executive Secretary of ECA agreed that the field missions to 

selected African countries will have to clarify many of the issues raised. 

He believed that the crucial role of the AIDF, when established, will be 

to promote pre-feasibility studies from multinational projects such as the 

Vrans-African Highway. 

* 
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Although there was an attempt to have the Follow-up Committee 

recommend to the meeting of the African Ministers of Industry that 

the AIDF should only become an autonomous body if the ADF cannot 

manage it, the Chairman decided that the Committee was not in a 

position to prejudge the results of the field investigations now 

being prepared. 

On the question of item 5 (b) Regional Centre for the Transfer. 

Adaptation and Development of Technology, it was agreed that an 

inter-agency working group formed by ECA and comprising UNIDO, UNCTAD 

and UNESCO, would make adequate preparations for the establishment 

of the Centre and that  it will mount a field mission to hold 

consultations with governments on the basis of which the structure 

and modalities of the Centre will be determined. 

Finally, with regards to item 7 Progress on On-going Regional 

Projects and particularly regarding the priority area for 

industrialization, the Follow-up Committee endorsed the following 

four programmes formulated by ECA as a priority area for achieving 

integrated industrialization: 

(a) Basic metal industry development 

(b) Engineering industry development 

(c) Chemical industry development 

(d) Building Materials development. 

During the final session,  the UNIDO requested that under the 

Agreed Conclusions of the draft report, para.  2, page 2, the following 

sentence be added " with regards to regional consultations, the 

Committee endorses the call that the Industrial Developrent Board 

authorizes UNIDO to proceed in undertaking consultations at the regional 

level in conformity with the agreed conclusions of the Nairobi Conference 

of African Ministers of Industry." 

* 
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TII  - CONCLUSIONS 

The Third Meeting of the Follow-up Committee on  Industrialization 

in  Africa,  has by all   accounts fallen short of the objectives  set  for it: 

there  was  less  than   full   representation   (ft  out of K),   only   Ì countries 

cent   representatives  of min i bienal   rank,   the agenda items were not 

examined in depth since detaiLed project  proposals were distributed at 

the Meeting with the result  that the inter—country regional centres 

were  hastily approved with minor modifications;  most government 

representatives preferred to withhold final judgement or to state their 

definitive positions until   the ECA  field missions had completed their 

assignments and reported their findings on, inter alia,   the objectives 

of the inter-country centres,  the  range of their activities,  the 

financing of operations,  host facilities,  location, etc.     With regards 

to the African Industrial Development Fund,  the consensus of the Follow-up 

Committee was also to allow the field mission to investigate the capability 

or otherwise of the African Development Fund    to manage the African 

Industrial Development Fund before  recommending its establishment.     In 

this connexion, there was also a clear consensus among the participants 

that the proliferation of African institutions with overlapping mandates 

and responsibilities should be avoided. 

To encourage a greater involvement in and to promote a deeper 

awareness of the crucial task of the Follow-up Committee on Industrialization, 

it  would seem imperative that careful,  advance preparations be made 

before the convening of the Fourth Meeting of the Follow-up Committee, 

i.e.  to ensure that all member countries have had sufficient time to 

review and study the conclusions and recommendations of the field investiga- 

tions on the inter-country projects (including the African Industrial 

Development Fund). 

ft*«*««*»******»****»* 
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ANNEX      I 

Follow-up Committee on  Industrialization 
in Africa 

Third meeting 

Addis Ababa, 4 and 5 November 1976 

LIST OK PARTICIPANTS 
LISTE DES PARTICIPANTS 

Distri 
LIMITED 

CMl/PClA.3/lNF/5/Kev.   I 
i) November 1976 

Original:    ENGLISH 
FRENCH 

CENTRAL AFRICAN  REPUBLIC/ 
REPUBLIQUE CENTRAFRICAINE 

M. Mbedo Zigene Celestin 
Directeur de la Planification 
B.P. 732, Bangui 

M. Sibiro Philippe 
Directeur de l'Industrie 

GHANA 

Hr.  1.0. Mensa-Bonsu 
First Secretary 
Embassy of Ghana 
P.O. Box 3173 
Addis Ababa 

Mr. Augustus Aborladey Assami 
Seoond Secretary 
Embassy of Ghana, Addis Ababa 

KENYA 

Hon. Mr. D.O. Anayo 
Assistant Minister for Commerce and Industry 
P.O. Box 3043O, Nairobi 

Mr. E. Kotut 
Director of Industrial Survey and Promotion 

Centre 
P.O. Box 30430, Nairobi 

M76-2081 
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LESOTHO 

Hon. Mr. Khetla T.J. Ratchet la 
Minister of Commerce and Industry 
P.O. Box 747, Maseru 

NIGERIA 

Dr.  H.A.  Ade eye 
Federal Commissioner for Industry 
Federal Mini; try  of Industry,  Broad St.,  Lagos 

Mr.  A.B.  Ayo«,ele 
Ambassador 
Embassy of Nigeria 
Addis Ababa 

Mr.   A.O. Oluwunmi 
Principal Secretary 
Federal Ministry of Industries,  Lagos 

Mr.  A.O. Fadaka 
Deputy Secretary 
Federal Ministry of Industries,  Lagos 

Mr. J.D. Edozien 
Chief Planning Officer 
Federal Ministry of Economic Development 
Lago s 

SUDAN/SOUDAN 

Mr. Elshazlifc Sanhouri 
Charge d'Affairs 
Sudan Embassy,  Addis Ababa 

Mr.  Ali Elkhalifa ElhasBan 
Executive Director 
Minister of Industry office 
Ministry of Industry, Khartoum 

Mr. Abdel Sayed Taha 
Director 
Projects Secretariat 
c/o Ministry of  Industry, Khartoum 

ZAIRE 

Mr. M. Mugisha 
Assistant du chef du Service du Plan de la 

Présidence de  la ¡^publique 
Kinshasa 

Mr. Kabeya-Tshipata 
Diplomate 
Zaire Embassy,   Addi 'j;iba 
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ZAMBU/ZAMBIE 

Hon. Mr.  A.J.  Soko 
Minister of Mines and Industry 
Ministry of Mines and Industry 
Lusaka 

Mr.  Albert M.  Bwalya 
Assistant Secretary 
P.O. Box 1969 
Lusaka 

INTERGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS 

EAST AFRICAN   DEVELOPMENT BANK 

Mr. Twinomusinguzi 
Manager 
Research and Planning 
P.O. Box 7128 
Kampala 

IJN   AOÜWC1K5 

UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME 

Mr. John M. Saunders 
Assistant Alministrator and 

Regional Representative 

** Ü3 

WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ORGANIZATION 

Mme. K.L. Liguer-Laubhouet 
Vice-Directeur General 
32 Chemin des Colombettes 
Geneve 

SPONSORING ORGANIZATIONS 

ECONOMIC COMMISSION  POR AFRICA 

Mr. Adebayo Adedeji 
Executive Secretary 

ORGANIZATION OF AFRICAN UNITY 

Mr. Osanya-Nyyneque,  A.E. 
Assistant Secretary-General for 

Economic and Social Affairs 

Mr. Buzingo Libère 
Chef de la Section Economique ai 

UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 
ORGANIZATION 

Dr.  Abd-El Rahman Khane 
Executive Director 

Mr.  Feraldis 
International Centre for Industrial 

Studies 

Mr.  Paschke 
Industrial Development Officer 

Mr. H.K. Rahim 
Negotiations Section 
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ANNEX II 

Di8tr: 
LIMITED 

CMI/PCIA. VlNF/l/Rev.l 
29 October 1976 

Original:     ENGLISH 

1 

Follow-up Cornilittee on  Industrialization 
in Africa 

Third meeting 

Addis Ababa, 4 and "> November 1976 

Provisional Agenda 

1. Opening statement  by  the Chairman of the Committee 

2. Statements by:     (a)  Heads of sponsoring organizations:   BCA,  OAU and UNIDO 
(b)  Representatives of WIPO and UNCTAb 

5.    Adoption of the Agenda and organization of the work of  the meeting 

4. Implementation of  the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action  at  the African 
regional level 

(a) Monitoring Africa's progress towards the achievement  of the target 
share within the  framework of the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action 

(b) System of industrial consultations at regional,  interregional and 
global levels 

(c) Discussion of keynote addresses (item 2) 

5. Implementation of inter-country projects approved by the Third Conference 
of Ministers of Industry in Nairobi 

(a) The African Centre for Industrial Consulting Engineering and Management 

(b) Regional Centre  for the Transfer,  Adaptation and Development of 
Technology 

(c) African Regional Centre for Industrial Plant  Design and Manufacturing 

6. Establishment of the African  Industrial  Development Fund (Alar) 

7. Progress on on-going regional projects and actions taken  by ECA and UNIDO 

(a) Progress report  in some priority areas 

(b) The development  of basic  industries in the African  region 

8. Any other business 

9. Adoption of the report. 

M76-2039 
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ANNEX       in 

Distr.: 
LIMITED 

CMI/FCIA.3/INP/2 
29 October 1976 

Original: ENGLISH 

Follow-up Committee on Industri all Kation 
in Africa 

Third meeting 

Addle Ababa, 4 and 5 November 1976 

\ 

Annotated Provisional Agenda 

Theme i    To draw-up a concrete programme of action for speeding up the 
implementation of the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action on 

- Industrial Development and Co-operation at the African regional 
level. 

», -     . 
1«      Opening statement by the Chairman of the Committee 

The third meeting of the Follow-up Committee on Industrialisation in 
Africa will be declared open by the Chairman of the Committee at Africa Hall 
on Thursday, 4 November 1976,   at 9:30 a.m. 

2.      Statements by; (a) Heads of sponsoring organizations; EC A. OAU and UMIDO 
(b) Representatives of WIFO and UNCTAD 

After +he opening of the meeting, Mr.   Adcbayo Adedeji,   the Executive 
Secretary of ECA, will deliver a welcome adorers to the Committee*    "Following 
this, statements will be made by the heads  A < AU and UNIDO respectively. 
The representatives of WIPO and UNCTAD will a]t>c make statements. 

3. Adoption of the agenda and organization of the work of the meeting 

Under this item,  the meeting   will adopt its agenda and establish the 
procedure for conducting the business of the meeting. 

4. Implementation of the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action at the African 
regional level 

(a)    Monitoring Africa's progress towards the achievement of its target 
share within the framework of the Lima Declaration and Plan of 
Action 

The Plan of Action laid down that Africa's share in world industrial 
output should rise from 0.6  to 2 per cent by the year 2000.    It did not set 
a fixed annual growth rate.     Document CMl/FClA.Vwp/l examines the progress 
made so far and Borne of the  implications of th»  lima target for future 
policies and strategies. 

«76-2048 
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(b)    Syatea of induatrial consultations at  the regional,  interregion 
and global levels 

The Committee members will have an opportunity to examine more carefully 
the oonoept of the system of consultations required to establish a restructure\ 
industrial system as endorsed in resolution 3362(S-VII)  adopted at the 
seventh speoial session of the General Assembly and as agreed by the third 
Conferenoe  of African Ministers  of Industry.    The  Follow-up Committee will 
disouHS  the elements of the system of industrial consultations with special 
emphasis  on its  regional aspects  as  provided in document CMI/k!IA.3/Wp/2. 

5#     ?J3Pl»aentation of intercountT-y projets  approved by the  third Confer«•« 
of Ministers of Industry in Nairobi 

In accordance with the theme of this meeting   of the Committee,  partioipa-' 
will have an opportunity t« wrrk out more concretely the rsquired collective 
action necessary to implement the priority areas in connexion with regional 
instruments for overcoming the constraints of capital,  technology and skills, 
ine third Conferenoe,   in its agreed conclusions,  decided to intensify efforts 
aimed at creating national,  subregional and regional.centre« to provide 
assistance in industrial technology, -engines**!« &R4 management oonsultanoy, 
investment promotion and pre-investment studies,   and the relevant institution 
building.    Ihe.Moajâtériat has prepared draft project documents describing 
in some detail the modalities concerning establishment of the African Centre 
1er industrial Consulting Engineering and Management  (CMI/tolA.3/WP/3):   the 
ÍÍECyKTÍefA\Centre f0r Indu8tr>al  Plant  ^sign and Manufacturing 
JCM1/POIA.3/WP/5)?  and the Regit*»! Centre for the Transfer,  Adaptation and 
Development  of Technology  (see B^JN,14/655,  paragraphs    107-116). 

6*     EB*»>>lÍ8hment   of the  African Industrial   Tk,v,,i0Dmetlt  ¿yni  (AUF) 

Ti>« soale of industrialization envisaged \n the Lima target in the 
African region implies substantial  technical assistance inputs, especially 
for pw-investment activities, -the establishment of regional operational 
tüüÍ^r"?' f0r foniotine elective action and the development of industrial 
technological and manpower capabilities.    The establishment of the African 
Indu„trial Development Fund (AIDP) was endorsed by the third Conferenoe a. 
SLi ¡îî•"* mobilizing the necessary resources from African Governments 
mJ^JS^        •lVlT*""e'•~ above-objeotives.-Pro^ot document 
CM1/PCIA.3/VP/6 describes the particulars rt this important regional 

r instrument of action. «e*««»* 

7*     PfnT'gff  on ongoing regional  proieots  and actions  taken b.v ECA and UNTpft 

With regard to action taken by both ECA and UNIDO towards the 
.Sîtnrî f *ïe*hird£on£er«"c«'8 reebmmendations,  the meeting will 
•?dUB9nt CMIAC1A.3APA relating to industrial financing, expansion 

Índn^IÍÍ    *an trad° ln "•«'•otupes,  and special meaeuresto promo?. 
iîf:£i       •     îî" ln      e AfriCan lea3t dev«loP"ed countries.    Included also 

• M—    ' 
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In addition,  document CHl/FCIk.}/V?/B will enable participants to 
disouss the programme for the development in Africa ri* baaio industries 
whose importance was underlined in the resolutions of th* Conference of 
Afrioan Ministers of Industry.    Thodevelopment  of metals,  engineering, ohen\c 
and building materials industries itr part of ECA's work programme for I976- 
I98I.    These activities are considered to form the nucleus of a basio 
industries programme or acoount of their high technological component, 
multiplier effects and characteristic linkages with all branches of the eoonc: 

8»    Any other business 

Under this  item of the agenda, members of the Committen will be able 
to raise any issues not covered by the agenda. 

9»    Adoption of the report 

Upon completing its w*rk, th« Committee will ad«pt a report on its 
third session. 

à 
,    *. i. 
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Opening Statement of Mr. Adebayo Adedeji. Executive Secretary 

of BCA at the Third Meeting of the Follow-up Committee 

on Industrialisation in Africa 

Addis Ababa,  A and 5 November 1976 

Mr Chairman, 

Your Excellencies, 

(Ladies and) Gentlemen, 

It is conventional for opening statements by the Executive Secretary to say 

that I welcome participants to such and such a meeting.    This is one of the 

occasions when it is far more than diplomatic courtesy.     I do genuinely weloome 

you to this meeting of the Follow-up Committee because I believe we have  come 

to a crucial moment in the work of our Commission in the field of industrial 

development.     We either go forward fron here or retreat.     It is for this   reason 

that I ask,  in advance,  for yoir forgiveness fo:- anything that I shall sajy which 

may sound harsh,  critical and perhaps unfriendly. 

Perhaps, J should explain what we shall  say arises from growing anxiety 

about the future of our region.    When we look at o'her developing regions planning 

to achieve a share of over 12 per cent of world output of manufactures by the ye»»" 

2000 when we consider the already considerable base from which they are starting, 

¡when we take  into account the real i s    of their appraisal of past performance and 

future problems and prospects,  when we note the firm, vigorous action being 

actually taken at national and multinational   levels* we cannot avoid a feeling of 

dissatisfaction with our own performance-     '-/3 also have fears that forces are 

being set in motion which,  in the case of o*rr region; nay easily frustrate the 

implementation,  inevitably at the level of Governments, of the decisions we take 

here, however fundamental,  realistic and urgent. 

'that troubles us is the feeling that these decisions and recomaendations may 

be having little impact on what actually takes place at Government level.     I do 

know intimately the difficulties of bringing this about but unless it happens oui- 

efforts here will be fruitless.     I hope to explain shortly why I have brought 

this subject up now. 

M76-2064 
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The African Region as we all know is amply endowed with natural resources 

sufficient to raise the level of living of our people many times above the 

present level.    For example Africa produces more than 50 per cent of the most 

important metals in industrial ut,o,   Tor example,  80 per cent of its chromite, 

70 per cent of  its cobalt,  50 per cent of  its bauxite,  45 per cent of its 

iron ore,  40 per cent of  its uranium,  40 per cent of  its tantalite,  25 per cent 

of its copper,  25 per cent of its manganese ore,   16 per cent of its tin and a 

large  share of oil  in addition to producing a large share of tropical products 

and fibres.    We know that  this is merely scratching the surface.    Our forests 

and other resources,  if carefully evaluated, developed and exploited, are no 

less ample.     Ve have growing populations capable of supplying all the manpower 

we need if we really work on the problem of fitting them for1 the new roles and 

tasks. 

We have pursued in the past ten or more years two industrial policies in 

succession:    import substitution and manufacturing for export, neither of which 

can establish the basis for self-sustaining, self-reliant growth  mH diversifie»*-' 

of the national product.    Our dependence on the outside world - for skilled manpower 

of ail  kinds and all  levels,  for capital equipment,   intermediate goods,   spare parts, 

components and accessories,   simple tools and implements,   industrial technology, 

r.. rketG and marketing - is almost pathetic.    We virtually beggar ourselves 'to pay 

for all  these.    Yet dependence and poverty continue to increase. 

Today,  Vatin America and Asia manufacture and sell   abroad machine tools, ships, 

cars,  mining equipment,  laii-way roiling stock and other industrial products, too 

numerous to mention here.    This is not only a credit to them it is also an 

indication of what we could do. 

In the pursuance of the two objectives I mentioned earlier,  viz,  ircport 

substitution and manufacturing for export we have not only distorted policies - 

in tenu of ,aelf-sustainment and self-reliance - but distorted conditions .and 

instruments.    The pattern of incentives is ill-designedj   investment centres, 

development banks,and similar institutions are questionable in terms of the 

approaches to the new international economic order?  one may even,  with your 

permission, doubt how fully aligned in structure and personnel, are the «inistrier 

themselves to the new purposes.    It is therefore not merely the re-orientation of 

policy but also of restructuring instruments that is in need of consideration. 

», ;» J 
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Without these it is unlikely that new idees i concept», operational requirements 

will go far. 

Wiat is the consequence today of these objectives,  policies and instruments? 

Last August I gave a brief description of the regional picture to an international 

conference on HCOWAS as follows. 

"As regards where we are,   I have already referred to  the estimate of 

0.6 per cent as the region's share in world manufacturing output but 

this conceals a great deal.    A recent  study by the Economic Commission 

for Europe concluded that  the Africa region's share  in the world outpujt 

of metals and engineering products remained unchanged at 0.2 per cent 

in the 15 years between 19li5 and 19A> and that the share of mejtals and 

engineering products in total industrial production during this period 

appears to have declined.      In addition,   'of all developing regions, 

Africa had the lowest  ratio of engineering production to engineering 

imports'.^ 

The importance of these figures, even allowing for reservations 

regarding the accuracy of the statistical data, needs to be underlined. 

The engineering industries not only provide the means of production tor 

themselves but also for virtually all other sectors.     They serve not 

only as carriers of technology but also as the medium of technological 

invention and innovation.     They contribute, possibly more than any 

othei   sector, to fostering lu'jour,  techrical an' management skills. 

The geographical distribution of manufacturing output  shows a 

remarkable imbalance:     North Africa,   with 28 per cent of the region's 

population,  is estimated to have accounted for almost one half of the 

value added in manufacturing,  whilst  1J countries account for no less 

than 77 per cent of the total value added.    As regards the composition 

of output,   'manufacturing is heavily concentrated in the area of light 

industry and especially in the food and beverage subsector which 

produced no less than about kl per cent of gross output in 1971' and 

•the food processing sector together with textiles/clothing constitute 

1/    Economic Commission for europei    Role and place of engineering industries 
in rational and world economies (ECE/ENGIN/3/VOI.   I). 
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more than 63 per cent of the output of African manufactures'.    The 

analysis here concludes as follows:     'Thus  not only is Africa's 

share of world manufactures  negligible, but   its share of heavy 

manufacturing output   (chemical»  pe tro-chemical,  non-metallic mineral, 

basic mineral  and fabricated  mineral product   industries)   i s minuscule , i 
2/ at  just over -^ per cent....'.— 

At  the national  level  in many member-States we  find a so-called   industrial sector 

made of a heterogenous collection of  industrial   products, many of marginal 

significance for self-sustainment.     In broad terms we find a pattern of distri- 

bution of effective demand arising from often highly unequal distribution of 

incomes,  poverty of national transport and communi cations systems, poor integration 

of national  markets and underdeveloped network for the distribution of both capital 

and consumer goods»  an unbalanced  internal specialization of production for both 

exports and  local consumption and  the large and. .growing absorption, of resources 

by the capital and a few other cities which practically determined the structure 

and location of industry.     In general,   therefore,   we encounter-a dual  structure 

of consumption leading to a du*,'   structure of production with an associated dual 

ebsmicter of technology md manpower. It4 is therefore not merely concepts that  need 

change bat  also policies and instrumentât    Moreover, detailed knowledge of what 

the industrial sector is now. is essential to altering it. 

I do not wish  to overstress  the need for the acceptance and application of 

new concepts,  policies and instruments at the national  level.     What is clear  is 

that  major  deficiencies of recent   industrialization policies include the failure 

to  introduce adequate programmes and policies in the industrialization strategy 

for persistently reducing external  dependence  in manpower capability of formulating, 

designing,   developing and implementing the various types of industrial projects, 

the failure  to increase  indigenous Capability for technological   problem identifica- 

tion and problem solving,   tendencies to encouragement of industrialization based 

on inadequately co-ordinated projects located in urban areas, .limited search of 

the opportunities for comDlementarities among African countries'  hlgn degree of 

dependence on foreign industrial  finance for feasibility studies and investment, 

inadequate priority in the development of critical areas a« machine tools 

industries;   upgrading existing workshops for the  production of  spare parts and 

2/    UNIDO:     The Implications of Raising Africa's Share in World  Industrial 
Production to 2 Fer Cent by the Year 2000 (GMI.3/INR/TP/3). 
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components to facilitate backward integration of existing final products assembly 

piant», ano inaurate policies arid orogrammes for the utilization of the large 

a-ount of Airican industrial raw materials for the development of industrial 

branches such as metal, chemicals and engineering industry in the context of an 

integrated strategy which, in time will internalize the industrialization process. 

The centre-piece of an effective industrialization strategy based on the .IMA 

declaration should, I believe bet 

(i) Integration of industrial development policies and strategies 

with other economic sectors especially rural developaent and 

agriculture} 

(ii) Systematically planned targets, programmes and proper complexes 

in chemical and petrochemical, metals and engineering industries 

with special reference to the production of spare parts, component«, 

and machine tools development; 

(iii) Integrated functional programmes for the development of industrial 

technology and industrial manpower; and 

(iv) Development of national and multinational policies and instruments 

for effecting complementarities in industrial raw materials, 

subcontracting, multinational industries, and intra-African trade 

in manufactures. 

It will be recalled that the Declaration singles Out, at the national and multi- 

national level, the establishment of the followingi 

(i) Basic industries such a^ steel, metallurgical and petro- 

chemical industries; 

(ii) Mechanical engineering, electrical and chemical industries; 

(iii) Processing industries to satisfy the needs of the population 

for consumer goods and local production for the purpose of 

replacing imports and increasing exports. 

An example «ay «elp. The development of the metals and engineering 

industries could be initiated through the identification and upgrading of existing 

metalworking enterprises - e.g. workshops of public enterprises such as railways, 

power, etc., mining enterprises, private foundries - to enable them to undertake 

production of spare parts, components, accessories and machine tools. 

• — i 
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it is not difficult to be sceptical about these possibilities but I assure you that 

they have been the basis of the successful beginning of the «étais and engineering 

industries in nany parts of the worlr\  I therefore suggest that we need to under- 

take an îr.v" *">ry and evaiuv*. loi. i-1  d_^^t"v't-,,J^0Pi"e:at pix>grammes for auch 

potential points of initiation of the development of the metals and enein«««ring 

industries  I a« arguing that we are now about to pass the stage of aere talking. 

The illustration I have just given in very brief terms is intended to buttress 

the view that it is within the context of national priorities, subregional 

priorities and regional priorities as determined from the planned programme on 

industrialization strategy that the African region will be able to participate in 

he planned interregional and global negotiations in the redeployment of world 

industrial production capacity.  The programme on African industrialization 

strategies and policies will enable the African countries to develop a common 

framework and determine the objectives for consultation and negotiation both with 

other developing countries in regard to industrial cc—operatipn as well as in 

negotiation and consultation with industrialized countries« 

It will be recalled that four of the projects submitted to the Conference of 

African Ministers of Industry held in Nairobi in 19575 were given-hi#iest priorities 

and these are: i       ;  i 

(a) Centre for Transfer and Adaptation of Industrial'Technology 

(b) Plant Design and Manufacture 

(c) African Industrial De>'3lopment Fund       »  •'' 

(d) African Centre for Consulting Engineering       , •• 

Project documents on these centres and projects have been prepared by HCA and 

UNIDO and are being submitted to you for your consideration under agenda items 4 

and 5.  As you will note from the schedule of the implementation of these projects, 

joint BCA/UNIDO field missions are planned to visit selected countries to gather 

the necessary information which Mill be used by á planned meeting of African 

experts to draw up the necessary Iraft terms of reference and agreements for 

submission to plenipotentiaries later in 1977 or early J97Ö. Activities on these 

projects are scheduled to start in December 1976 and it iá lioped that some of these 

centres will be established by the end of 1977.  In the establishment of these 

centres it will be exceedingly helpful to the Commission if Government» could 

participate in every step and this could be assured by short-term secondment of 

i 
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Governmental experts to EGA to assist in the task that will be required. 

Other projects submitted to the meeting of Ministers in Nairobi such as the 

African Centre for Iron and Steel Industry. Regional Centre for the Development 01 

Petrochemical Industry, Regional Pesticide Development Programme with Special 

Reference to the Sahel. were endorsed in principle. More recently the meeting of 

Non-Aligned Nations in Colombo recommended the development of the pharma. utical 

industries in developing countries. These projects are indeed elements ot oasic 

industries such as chemicals, metal and engineering industries which when properly 

integrated form the core of the new industrialization strategy for self-reliance 

whose base outline is referred to above. Bearing this in mind« and that the four 

projects given high priority in Nairobi are for essential services rather than 

concreté industrial project development, the Commission has formulated four new 

programme areas« namely: 

(i) metal industry development programme 

(li) chemical industry development programme 

(iii) engineering industry development programme 

(iv) building materials industry development programme 

Because of the high priority BCA assigns to integrated industrialization, 

these programmes will be carried out by groups of experts to be recruited for a 

minimum of three years starting in 1977« The programme will concentrate on the 

development of policies, strategies, targets and programmes in each one of these 

industrial branches» determine the linkages among these branches and the rest of 

the economy} assist countries in the design of training programmes and transfer 

of technology related to these branches and identify potential complementarities 

among African countries in the implementation of these projects} determine the 

extent to which existing national facilities in these branches could be rationalized 

and upgraded and the possibility for long-term purchase agreement and subcontracting 

with other African countries. 

These branch programmes will first be integrated in the comprehensive 

industrialization policy and strategy referred to abore. In the implementation 

of the programme on industrial policies, the Commission proposes to call an ad hoc 

meeting of African experts from industry and planning to consider an outline to be 

prepared by BCA on this subject. The experts will then determine which papers will 
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be preparad oy the governmertal expert* themselves,  African univeraitie* and other 

appropriate insti tutiona, and those to be prepared by experta fro« other develop- 

ing region» such us Asia and Latin America as well as those to be prepared by 

appropriate UN agencies.    These papers,  together with the integrated paper 

prepared by the Commission and African experts will   then form the basis of a 

series of working parties aiH   i    yaposium late  in 1977 or   early in I978.     It 

is hoped that  the Follow-up v,oi,;:,uttee  will  strongly recommend  to  the African 

Governments the necessity for active participation by Governments and their 

experts in the development of ths programme :n order to ensure that at the 

end'of the exercise the necesss/ad justments in industrialization policy at 

the national   level  will  be adequately affected. 

The above activities will  be supplemented by continuous project identify catJ o. 

and as well as by the development  of multinational  technical assistance to indicate 

the directions of possible rationalization of existing industrial  enterprises 
within the African region. 

11 wri t 
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There c-re .. number of   implication of this   /hole pro r.jirae on which 

I wish to lay strotz      The firr/t  in tlv.t in ordor to encure that these 

pro ramraes   -re effectively implemented,  several measurec   .re proposed;    firct 

to ensure th-L thorc  ib active p-.-rticirx.tion by Afriain ; overnmental er.pcrtc; 

in the design ..nd formulation of those policies,  ntriteiec ..nd programmes 

.jid projectn thron-h chort-tera r.acand îant to the Commiunion, the utilization 

of ; overnment .1   .nd p. .r -t;t it al e   ^ertrj   .s short--torn consultants, by ECA, 

more effective; utiliz-tion of ./orkshoor;   md  caminare  in \fhich  vfrioan 

.' overnmentel one   priv-to er-pertf,   /nule1. rv.rticip.-te while at the D .me time 

ensuring e::oh,jv o of experience   fit h nLnilar e.pertr, from other developing 

r&; i Onu. 

The cooond  iti the import .nca of tro hitherto ner léete;'   .reacts of 

planned development, i.e    pro-r-iunvàn^, ,.nd project en .lysiu doc;i;.-n planninr 

enà numa;emont.     as I ar ued in addre::r:inr the Conference of African Planners 

. fortnight .; o thore is no easier way of der.troyin:   the r-tion .1© of a national 

plan and of credibility in pl-nnin;; in ' aner .1 than by permitting vfidespreod 

and persistent dislocations of pro-r.»nmec ..nd projects.    In my vie-./ thic 

weakness m,.y uell be of much ^re -ter ri nific.-noe cince it concerns plan 

implement-ti on tb,.n the e.-eroice  in e -relative calculations on v/hioh the plan 

is b.sed.      It is therefore ray intention to pi .oe the subjoot of   fays on 

ifhioh pro^r-mrain.:. oompetenot in ;;fric. can be rapidly improved bofore one 

of the proposed meetings of e.-perls and if possible to mc-kc it the subject 

of one or moro seminare. 

AB I -IPO pointed on that occasion  ui even more p-dv-lyiinf.  faotor, we now 

think,   is the inadequacy of indi, anouc capabilities in project analysis, design, 

planning: -nû maniement,     /ithout urgent and far-reaohin; measures to develop 

these capabilities the refion is likely to be be-ßmred ßimply by the burden of 

forei:n paymentr; for project on-lyoia and desire aervices.    \ programme for 

developing suoh capabilities would include the introduction of courses in a 

wide ranre of specie.1 subjeotc  (efo industrial technolo ios, business finanoe, 

manpower development, mana;ement)    t third level eduoation, firm agreements   fith 

foreign and domeotio enterprises, including public corporations on programmes 

of manpower development over and ..bove their immediate individual needs, and oloee 

monitorine of these a- reementc, the i,.i v inative search for trainiir  opportunities 

i 
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in other countries   -nd measures for ..rrestinc or reversing the brain drain* 

..c with pro; ram»ni¿v   I intend   .t so>ie time in the ne ir future to pi .ce the 

cubject of hoi/ the numbere,  r-n; e ci\C (.¿uality of projeot specialists Oan be 

r.pidly e: i> ndod in the Re; ion for detailed elimination to working rroups md 

uemin..rE.    liiere is little or no possibility of promoting a ne./ international 

eoonomio or^er within the re ion without effectively dealing with the problems 

of competence in pro r-unminr   «¿id projeot design. 

The thirò is the mobiliz .tion of resources in >i>.yc th<?.t .vre consistent 

with a . enuine no-rah for celf cut.tainin;  socio-eoonomio oh-us^e and with 

n increasing   .nc1 nubstonti-.l measure of Belf-reliojioe, , It would lengthen 

this statement inordinately if I were to go into detail on this subject.    All 

I wish to lay emphasis on now is the paramount«/ of the kind of ar ciment s 

líe advonoed in the Revised Framework of Principles with vrhioh I hope you are 

by now familiar and the speoifio proposals in our   iork Proeramme of whi«h 

the Afrioan Industrial Development Fund íG only one. 

Tour Fhoellenoies.  (Ladies) onci Gentlemen. I submit thie statement as on« 

of the working documents of this session and hope that we shall oo«e out with a 

procranme of action worthy of tho challenges of the hours. 

•>i mmr 
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ggwrTA e. j^i i..d-i-mi'lOK IM AFRICA 

4iJi>IS ABABA.       UOV„.jL,H4.    1976 

M>. Chairman, 

Kr. lòcecutive Director of JNJOG, 

Kr. dxeoutive Secretary of  c«A, 

Honourable Minister«, 

In the estimation of the OAU this is probably the aost important meet*- 

m,T   of tne flollowup Committee on Industrialisation in Africa.    Mot only 

is it tue first  mettii. ' of the  ^oüimittee ainoe the  i'hird Conference of 

Africar. ¡anisters of Industry;  it is taKinj- j>laoe at  practically the 

end of a year which lias  seen much consultative activity by the  levelopiu; 

countries , in an attempt tu secure lor those oountriee an equitable share 

of tne world's economic  Jevi.lo   ¡ent ana growth. 

¿.      in .iv,uaally,  tne   i, rea rt   IOLE within the group of developing 

countries   ,*t t  w,.r.i.   '...• ?». of   ast  vear arid early this year to oonfer 

on HOU be: :  a. new iriternaUaial  economic order can be brought about, 

especially 1. the area o   dt-veln   ent threarh trade. 

3.      Poeether,  tne three refciorit, conferred in Manilla,  the Philippines, 

not only to compare notes but also to map out a joint  strategy for 

UHCTAÛ IV.    Pour montas later,  at iJî.CTAi) IV in Nairobi, they together faced 

a largely hostile developed world in an attempt to convino« the international 

ooiomunity to co-vrut itself to a proprium* of accelerated  development of 

the '.'hircl World. 

4*     AVer on the aove in quest of solution to our development problems, 

the developing countries oonvened yet again m Maiioo City   in 3spte«ber this 
to worn out a strategy ana «oasuities for promoting ecouoalc co-operation 

the,«elves; auu this gathering will,  I an sure, bs pleased to know that 

Africa played a very leadin,- role at tne jfcxioo Conference. 

« 
è 

5.     Only last month, at the 16th Session of the Prede and Development 

in Qeneva, the developing oouiitriee were again pulling together against a 

resurgents of strong opposition ••'rom all the developed countries to amy J 
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ohange iti the exmting balano« oí  international «e onorai e power, in uhi oh 

we,  t:.e   .evelo]>in„ co uitriee^are undisputed unierdo; e.    Evan the »ocallad 

North-¿outh dialo^e, wuoh at  one  timo was tooted  ae  the talk of the present 

•patf  of tab n on    ntoraatioual  eoor.onic relations,   aeeuiB to ba paraljseu by 

a   roup of de    lo ea countries whose :   actione, to any  moves of the developing 

countries are    nit  IL-O.^II,, piiaoJoi ically suspicions. 

o.       -oat al J   t-i     ¡eaus,    r.   G airman,  iß  that the  uevelopnitf oountries, 

Oí   w!i.o.   Afi ! -a ib u/« rnost 'Jiaadv-iiita^ed ¡"xrt,  i.ave no option but  to rely 

oi     io..iaeJ v.. ;  self-relujice   uui    be oar uuer^at: onal  economic battle-cry» 

«o.  to acknowLìd e ..MS woul -   •"><(  u Gt-nou.» act ot" self-delusion on our part. 

7.      It  1^ ir. t..IB context that   ^;;e CA J Vxewe the Lima Declaration on 

Inuue-.nal  Co-openti^n ana t*.e UÒA uocx.ert Mo.  CKI/?C1A.3/WP 1? which 

anal,-úet, tue ..mplicaiionr. of tnat   Jeclaration,  particularly that part wh.oh 

reua-r^a t.iat  Africa's share of world  industrial production should  rts« fro« 

t!.2 yresent    .(. of 1 *> to ?> ir\  twenty-four years tine. 

.      Ali.'.oAt the U*J r,ii.'j,:t Lave drawn one or two   -,ifferent conclusions fro« 

the ctatisticaJ  present it io;. \muà^  in  tue paper, we are satisfied that  the 

parer* suocfeudu very meli  in isolating,  underscori; j  and preijentirv:  thr most 

important rani fixations of the ','/.. target for af*úoa's industrial production 

set  i..  t; c Lima declaration. 

u,       1      .ve a    e..uy re'\"re..   *. >   i. i^ m A important,     eneral,  implication of 

thai target, Rarely, t.n.t our efforts to achieve it must be based on the 

. nnciple and practice of self-reliance, which at thm inter—regional level 

implies practical, ,wiuune and determined oo-operat i«n aaong developing 

ooantries. 

10.    The seoo:.d general «pi i oat ion of the '¿fk target  is that the effort raaalrei 

of Afrioa to sohieve it^ is gi«antuan and oonstitutaa an uanreoedaated ohal Isafe 

for Afrioan «akers of policy for eoonoaio development.    In foot, «hat is 

required is a ooaplete rethink of Africa's eoonoaio polioy, both at the 

Afrioa-aide sad at the national level« 

11«    âuoh a rethink is neoeaaltated partly by the fact that the industrial 

target of 2> in effect osile for an African industrial revolution, and 

partly, if majori?, by the faot that the growth of  the African econoaies 

lar rely thwarted by the faulty if not false foundations upon whioh they 

are built. 
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lü.    A major source of the weaiciess of th.> ,.rr«it   -.fric JI economies is the 

fortuity wit;   wuci  t  eir foundVion;   w»r<>  laid.    Almost invariably tha need 

to sat.sfj import need« of uè co. nial powers was t,.e e»tàvetàn« foroa behind 

ti.e bort <>f eoo»om\o  foundation! whior* ware laid,    <*ie equally invariable 

PftB.iii    •'•   •:  .t -'».- «.co.omies w>o«me externally-oriented right at  the outeet; 

we «eareu c ir  r-soa-c       ic proaucia« tor export.     In  tune,  even though these 

eoonoenec were dc muatea by  a, ri cult-ire, the production of food waa sacrificed 

i:, favour of the production of non-edible crops,     An», the people of Africa, 

whoue roots  lay in the soil,   oe.arne more and more unable to fetd  themeelvea. 

door, /if   iea was inportin« fora at « reat cost — a most unfortunate situation. 

13.     it  iE the opinion of the 0AÜ,  Rr. Jnairman,  tnat however hard we work, 

our efforts w.ll be of no av.iil unless we ian establish effective self- 

sufficiency,  by wine, we mean tr^t we beoouie at one and the same  time our 

own o:iie: cueto tere and suppliers,     .'ne implies that local demand must be 

stimulated and Riandai to support  local production, be that production 

liquet i lai or  ^noultural.    7. is is one of the areas w ici. was ne, lected 

in t.e colonial economic policies  in Afijoa.    it must be (»ade tood by the 

liui-e oas    over «ntB cf  Africa,   *nu   .tie  policies  o" ti ese govern »nts   mist, 

ti.ere-\-re,  ut- reformulated .accordingly. 

1H.     Loc,1  a#ir.and  la  essential an.-  crucial  for what  nome eoonomiets have 

callea "eco \oi.i t     . •cf",   for      í'íSB our iidast.-ies depend more on local, 

or io o.tic,  t   ^ oí. «wt*«r.ial., ¡.articularla extra-African, markets, our 

•oo.i .nc i.e.^rt-wats w. 11  remain tuned to the heart-beats of the developed 

econome*,   ... est paoe has proved disruptive to our development. 

li.     Looked at differently,   we r.eeu to rtouild oui-  ecoaooueB.     The existing 

faulty, and often false, founoations must Us reoaat, however painful that 

may be.    In fact, we at the OAu" have no doubt that the exercise will be 

painful» it  :.a» to be.    So, to meet  the situation,  imaginative and oreative 

policies, oourateously implemented, are needed.     This to us makes para.  52 

of SCI paper GIU/J'CIA.i/tflPl most relevant. 

1 

i 

4 

16.     rhs LIMH   relaxation recommends the setting up in developing oountries 

of heavy lr.diatries and lays sor.« streos an aooess to the markets of develop«d 

ooiatr^tf  for t.ie    roduote of these industries.     ..hile we aooept suoh an approat 

as bein   necessary  as a long-term objective, we believe that it would compound 

the di f fi culti e and disadvantages of the aevolopm«: oountne« in the early 

stages of '.:.î development effort. J 
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17.     A realistic aopro an  woiii.    t   to i et   up in.lu8tri<>s for Mhioh we poBtss 

ina   .uve control   of  tiu   ii.ajorit -  il   aot   all of  me necessary  inputs.     «It 

juviously di   not have   .11 or tat- ma.   my of tue m..ut;   required for heavy 

industries*     We need to concentrate m  , ^rttculu' upon  industries for which 

we   aave  or   can easily  vaater  t!.<?   roqui- i4<    tüCiuiolo¿iy. 

\~.      f .e   DAI< woulü   like   to  ••treoB  tmn   .». ;.ro:ion for tue  following reasons, 

r.    Jhainaan.    in  tht    írtt ¿lac-,   it  v lulv. ena le üB to .¡arry out with 

:•*• itup char,c>   ci    : tic.-,    o  tn-    >-. .> :,!-'     f  o 1.81:1^ our  înuustrieb on our 

•a.-.  Tittri.iit   •„•-...  oti.e."  tr-i   u.  j.roqueta,   whicn ne at  present  export  for pro— 

:  »—i     eiuew'ivre  out   . .••   Oü   Jor.tim.-nt. 

1 ••     in  ine o- co.au  pia. e,   ic al     jvcti.   .'or  the prouuets of Euoh industries 

oil    , n .e  e.iily  be «ultivi.-.      ...  e.M>uile.i,  a¡j  practic  lly all of t-.om satisfy 

: iu¿e iicìat!. o'   the mab.ee oí' ou-   i OJ-í:.     In the third place,  to the  estent 

..lit   .ach  iiia.itriuB vie-<ld ci  >v    or te   üíBIC nee.IS» of the populace,  they 

>.   ila   i.i   faci  be   :•» or-^t   i .-is  m raisin    tue stanuarde of  living; of 

i:    . m; ie. 

¿U.     .ioreover, eme« t:it  .la-i.^Uc-.um,   teuhniqueu required by  these industries 

are  not  oo  ..lex,   -„hey would '»roi.iot« a r.ore widespread  and fast< .- acqui sit ion 

of   retinolo ..y by ou.   .oo, le.    i    t'ua c  anexión,  it bhould be remembered that, 

i ou« ¿¡ la»*, complex,  tie   ..t  'iio'o^    fVr   t ,aBe  iidustr.es can   nute effectively 

6t rve ¿s  foun-.it ione for or s>prir.r-üoarda to the inore  oo iplex technologies» 

. 1.      ''inallv, beuausf CO.IEJIOUS rti-ulation of local demands ami expansion 

o*' tue  local markst   .re  an ecden'ial part of thie avroaoh, it would be 

beneficia!   to i .id-u&tnalib uioi  »or urmort-suostitution, whLch at present 

jf «Lib to run lito ae.l-MMjj to soon   liter it is launcued.    Por purposes of 

illat*u".-.iion, the  OA.1 .»an  i.i nund  industrialisation programmas founued on 

-h     ioilowirij prooeuseo or tue prooe tsinv  OJ  tue following products i     food 

processing;  nides.   leati T and leatnar  products;  rubber and rubber products; 

wooa anu wood products ; pulp, paper and paper products;  fibras, textiles 

tn :   clotr.iiif; and ores and aetedb. 

. *.'.     I uix^ht   naks two observations  at tus point, Hr.  Chairman.    In the first 

instance,   it ahoulo be noted tnat practically all of thase produots ars 

airr;ntlv  bain-, proauoed  in '.ne   leveiopm.   countries.    However, ths or¿;anisatior 

•i   ths induatrialiaation systems rased on them leaves an awful lot of room 

for  improvament.    in important part of any stsppsdup efforts at industrialisa- 

is ..H shoulu t.ius ba a reorymisation in   the light of ay earlier observations. 

• •— f 
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i'3. in  U.e 3<;c»nc! instiinoe,  ao  far aa Africa is concerned, 

apar i, persans froui pulp, paper «mu paper products, we have 

potential"  J or eifecti e indu  '¡ri a libati olì bt fed en the 

procecsin/' of a^i  ^.toc  ^uaj>ojiae&. 

¿H. 1   anould not like it te be  thought, ii>r.  Chairman,,that 

we  iii the  UAU place a l»**r priori ty on heavy  industrialization» 

We only wish te emphasise that Aiiica'a strategy for industrial- 

ization slitUJfi take full account  of our capacities and the most 

reliable  pobsibilities lor utilizing those capacities t» our 

greatest  advantage,     in this  connexion,   I should als« like to 

emphasise  that,  in view oí  the limited extent of most ©Í the 

national markets in Africa,  we shall have to rely very much 

ufou expaüQin^  our local markets  through subregional co-operation, 

«.t?. The unsi point  I should like to make is thfcft, Mr.   Chairman 

kb  1 said at the beginning of   theße remarks,  this, ns far as tbe 

OAb sees  it, iu tne most important meeting of the Pollowup 

Committee  on Industrialization in Africa.    Accordingly, the 

ÜAU hopes that the Committee will  endeavour  to draw up guidelines 

which are as practical ae possible for Africa*s efforts to 

meet  the  challenge of the Lima Declaration,    with these few 

ob6ervatio. ),  1 wish the Commi   jee every possible success and 

I thank you, Sir. 

1 
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STATEMENT MADE BT THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OP UNIDO 

OR AHD-EL RAHMAN KHANE,  TO THE THIRD MEETING OF 

THE FOLLOW-UP COMMITTEE ON INDUSTRIALIZATION 

ADDIS-ABABA. ETHIOPIA. 4-5 NOV.   1976 

Mr. Chairman, Tour Excellencies, 

1. I wish to start these few remarkc by thanking Tour Excellencies for 

finding time from your otherwise very busy schedules to be present with us 

here today.      I wish also to thank, on behalf of UNIDO, the Secretary-General 

of the OAU and the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa, 

who,  in co-operation with the Organization of African Unity and their staff, 

have made excellent preparatory arrangements for this meeting. 

2. Mr.  Chairman, this third meeting of the Follow-up Committee on 

Industrialization in Africa íB taking place at a critical moment in the 

history of this continent.    The process of organised development in Afrioa 

is still in its initial  stages, and industrialization is also still in the 

incipient stage.    To be sure,  industrialization proper has started in only 

a few places on the continent,  and industrial enterprises,   especially large 

and complex ones, are few.    However, the African leaders have taken measures 

aimed at buttressing their political  independence through economic development 

and national-building as well as to raise the economic output of each country - 

starting with agriculture and mining industries - in order to establish 

sources of capital accumulation and raise the standard of living on the 

continent.    They are also creating societal infrastructures for further 

developments by spreading education and technical knowledge,  building 

institutions of higher learning, and promoting their own scientific research. 

Soae industrialization proper is under way right now, but only implementation 

of these goals will elevate a springboard for a wide industrialization and 

transformation of the continent in a later stage.    Africa is struggling 

to pass in only a few decades the road of technological transformation and 

systems growth that took the industrialized countries several centuries, 

while at the same time trying to retain the indigenous values and culture 

which are deeply rooted in the African tradition. 

<    • 
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3. It  is an enormously difficult task,  Mr. Chairman,  to erect modern 

industrial  structures in a situation where capital  is lacking,  skilled 

personnel  are scarce,  wide experience in modern personnel management  is 

poor,  and many social and political problems accumulated from the past 

have to be solved simultaneously and in a short time.    Never has such a 

gigantic  endeavour been undertaken.    Nevertheless,  if Africa is to assume 

its rightful  place in the community of nations,  as was clearly intended 

by the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action,  then she muBt   intensify her 

efforts towards firm recovery from years of intellectual  ruin and material 

destruction.       In fact, the very essence and foundation of her policy 

should be the harmonization and the right balance between an agricultural 

and an industrial development which will be capable of creating its own 

instruments of production.        In this way the economic  independence and 

the welfare of her people will be assured.    Such a policy,  of course,  must 

be predicated upon increasing agricultural production to provide extra food 

to support the growing population as well as the formation of extra capital 

for investment.    Without  surplus agricultural supplies and capital for 

investment,  no major efforts at  industrialization can succeed,   assuming, 

of course,   the availability of natural  resources and a population structure 

producing a relative surplus in the crucial category between twenty and 

forty-five years. 

4. Mr.  Chairman, we have before us a number of important items on which 

you have to take decisions for the benefit of this continent.    These relate 

to the establishment of the African    Industrial Development Fund, the 

African Centre for Industrial Consulting Engineering and Management 

Services,  the African Regional Centre for Industrial Plant Design and 

Construction,  and finally,  an African Centre for Adaptation, Transfer and 

Development of Industrial Technology.      All the matters were discussed by 

the Conference of African Ministers of Industry at Nairobi in December 1975» 

during which clear guidance and mandate were given to the Follow-up Committee. 

However, during our deliberations in the course of the next few days on these 

and other topics before us, I wish to bring to your attention a few comments. 

è 
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5-        First,  let me say something about the system of industrial 

consultations at  the African regional  level.       It was agreed in Nairobi 

that the work of the biennial conferences of the African Ministers of 

Industry,  along with that of the Follow-up Committee, would provide a 

framework for considering the consultation system,  as called for by Lima, 

in the African Region.      In this context,  there will be the recurrent 

need to develop and define a common African position in the course of 

consultations and negotiations with the developed countries and other 

developing countries.      There will also be the need to pursue a 

co-ordinated approach with regard to issues of a regional nature such 

as matters of policy harmonization,  treatment of the activities of trans- 

national  corporations,  etc.    Broad issues such as the transfer of technology, 

the role of the transnational corporations  in the production of various 

natural  resources and their processed  intermediates jould be the subject 

of discussion at  these consultation levels. 

6.        Mr.  Chairman,   as you are already aware,  the Industrial Development 

Board hat, given considerable attention to the problem of putting on an 

operational  basis a workable system of consultations.    Thus,   it has 

reoommended that  UNIDO organize consultations on an experimental basis in 

industrial  sectors taking into account the priority sectors indicated in 

the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action and the varying capacity of the 

developing countries to benefit therefrom.       Consequently, the first two 

consultation meetings will cover the fertilizers and iron and steel sectors; 

two other meetings on agro-based industry are planned in the biennium 

1976/1977.       Over the coming three years,  UNIDO plans to organize mainly 

oonsultation meetings on priority sectors  identified in the Lima Declaration 

and Plan of Action:     iron and steel,  chemicals,   fertilizers,  pharmaceuticals 

and engineering industry and related sub-sectors such as capital goods, 

agricultural  machinery and fabricated metal  products.        It has been agreed 

by the Industrial Development Board that UNIDO should assist regional bodies 

by including preparatory activities at the regional level in connexion with 

industrial sector consultations. 

i 
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7. May I now, Mr. Chairman,  offer some observations regarding the 

African Industrial Development  Fund.    The African Ministers of Industry, 

at their Nairobi meeting,   interpreted the Lima target  for Africa as an 

increase in the region's share of world industrial  production from the 

current 0.6 per cent to 2  per cent by the year 2000.     This target implies 

that the growth rate of 5»6 per cent per year obtained during the period 

196O-I975 be stepped up to some  11-12 per cent  during the 25  forthcoming 

years. 

8. Recognizing the fact that financing such an enormous industrial 

expansion may be one of the bottlenecks, the Ministers called for the 

mobilization of additional  resources by African Governments and inter- 

governmental organizations  in Africa as well  as from other appropriate 

multilateral  and bilateral  sources cf funds in the industrialized countries 

through the establishment  of an African Industrial Development Fund. 

However,  in view of the  fact that the Second General Conference of UNIDO 

had also called for the establishment of an International Industrial 

Développant Fund, the Nairobi Conference requested OAU, ECA,  and UNIDO 

to study the ways and means of implementing the recommendations and to 

define the links between the African Industrial  Development  Fund and the 

proposed International  Industrial Development Fund under the auspices of 

UNIDO.    As far as the latter  is concerned,  the Industrial  Development 

Board has reached an agreement  for recommending itB establishment to the 

General Assembly at its current session. 

9»        Mr. Chairman,  some work has already been initiated in connexion with 

the regional fund.    However,  I feel a more in-depth study is called for. 

On this subject as well as on the three other inter-country projects, all 

of them to be regional operational instruments whose main purpose is to 

develop collective self-reliance in Africa, I look forward to the guidance 

of this Committee. 

Thank you. 

« 
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UNIDO Paper on the System of Consultations 

for the Third Meeting of tfao Follow-up Committee 

on Industrialization 

\ 

THE HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

1.    Mandate given UNIDO by Lima and General Assembly Resolution 

The new economic relationships bein¿ forged during the 

mid-seventies and their future orientation towards a more 

equitable eoonomic order where developing countries would 

have an increasing share in world industrial production thus 

enhancing their self-reliance,   provided the major impetus to 

devising a system of consultations as an essential  instrument 

in reforming  the old eoonomic  order. 

Even before  the  Second Conference  of UNIDO at Lima,   important 

deoisiontä were  taken by developing countries at regional and inter- 

national  levels:   the Second Conference of African Ministers of Industry, 

held in Cairo in December 1973,  which was followed in September 1974 

by the  First Meeting  of  the  Follow-up Committee  :n Addis Ababa,  Called 

for the  organization of the processes of oonsultations and negotiations 

in the  field of industry.    The Arab Ministers of Industry,   at their 

Third Conference in Tripoli in April 1974,  voioed the need to establish 

appropriate machinery for promoting all forms of oo-operation among 

developing countries in the  field of industry.    The Ministers of Industry 

of the Asia and Paoific Region adopted a declaration in Bangkok in 

Ootober 1974»  which - inter alia - underscored the need to relocate 

seleoted industries from developed to developing countries,  and the 

creation of new and more effective mechanisms for continuous and 

intensive oonsultations between the developing and developed countries. 

Latin American countries held a conference on Industrialization in 

Mexico City in November 1974 whioh also expressed the need to establish 

institutional machinery to facilitate eoonomic oo-operation among 

developing countries. 

? ¡7 6-20 80 
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Finally,   the Group oí' 77 - at its Seoond Ministerial 

Meeting in Algiers in February 1975 - adopted a Declaration 

and Plan of Action which called for a system of continuous 

negotiations and consultations at global,  regional,  and 

sectoral levels as a major tool  in facilitating  the 

implementation of  a new international eoonomic  order.     It 

called upon UNIDO to function as a forum lor negotiation 

of agreements between developed and developing countries 

and between developing countries  themselves. 

It is clear  that  prior to  the  Second General Conference 

of UNIDO there already existed a clear and common appreciation 

of the problem facing developing countries in redefining 

existing eoonomic relationships and of the potential contribution 

that a workable  system  of consultations and negotiations oould 

make  to achieving a new  international economic  order (in para. 61  (d) 

of the Plan of Aotion). 

The Second General  Conference of UNIDO recommended and 

the Seventh Special  session oí  the U.N.  General Assembly 

(Resolution 3362 S-VTI) endorse(   the proposal cal ing for UNIDO 

to establish a system of continuing consultations at all levels 

(global, regional and sectoral).    UNIDO should also be prepared 

to serve as a forum of negotiation of agreements between developed 

and developing oountries and among developing countries at the 

request of the countries ooncerned.    The  principal aim of the 

system of consultations would be  to increase the share of 

developing countries  in total world industrial production to 

25$ by the year 2000. 
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2, Mandate , iven by the a reed conclusions of the Tu,ird Conference 

of African Ministers of Industry (Nairobi. 12-22 December 1973) 

paragraph 43 (b) ; 

The Third Conference   of African Ministers  of Industry assigned 

the  Follow-up Committee a  focal  role  in advising on the design of 

the  system  of  regional  consultatione and  negotiations as a principal 

instrument for speedin    up  the  implementation of  the  Lima Declaration 

and  rían of Action as it a^Jies  to  the  African  region  (i.e.   raising 

Africa's  share  in world  industrial   production  from barely 0.6,.  to 

2$ by  the year 2000)  within  the  framework  of  the New  International 

Economic Order.     To  this end,   the  Follow-up Committee  on 

Industrialization whioh ha-  been enlarged  to  include  12 members 

ie  to act as  the  principal  African instrument in these consultations. 

Furthermore,   the Third Conference  of African    inistera  (para.   72  of 

the  Account  of Proceedings,   p.  13)   stressed  that UNIDO should play 

a major role  in  the consultations,   and that the IíCA/UNIDÜ Industry 

Division should take an active  part in servicing  the  Follow-up 

Committee  in  this  task. 

II.    THE UNIDO APIiiOACH IN  ItoPL/VJäNTINü THL  MANDATE GIViiN TO   IT UNDEri 

THF, LIKA DECLARATION AND PLAN OF ACTION AND  THL- AÜUiSiiD CONCLUSIONS 

OF TKL THIRD CONFERENCE OF AFU -'Ail MNÜJTS'iS 

1. In conformity with the various legislative resolutions at Lima 

and  the Cenerai Assembly,   a Negotiations  Section was  established 

on 1 January 1976 which was entrusted with overall  responsibility 

for settin^ up and operating a system of  consultations  in the  field 

of  industry at  the global,   regional,  inter-regional  and sectoral 

levels  between developed and developing  countries and among 

developing countries themselves.     The madate given UNIDO in the 

Lima Declaration and subsequently endorsed in General Assembly 

Resolution 3362 (adopted at its seventh special session) has, 

as already stated,  a  two-fold objective:   to increase  the share 

of developing oountries in world industrial production through 

a world-wide deployment of  industrial  production by broadening 

the base of effective  international co-operation and concertation, 

and the oreation of new industrial capacities thus enabling 

*pml 
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develop, a,, countries  to aohiuv.    the  target  of 2'j.* of world industrial 

production as stipulated in  the  Lima Declaration and Plan of Aotion. 

The  second objective  is  to enable UNIDO  to  serve,  upon request of the 

Liovernment concerned as a forum for negotiation of agreements between 

governments.     It  in   important   to  stream   here   the distinction between 

consultations and negotiations:   in  the  former i ! NIDO plays the catalytical 

role,   in  presenting  and developing   the  major  issues   to  be   raiseu in a 

sect   ral  consultation and   to  stimulate   broad agreements   in areas of 

consensus^   the   latter depends  on  the   final   outcome  of  the  consultation 

and  the  wishes  of  the  parties concerned,   which would request UNIDO to 

convene  a negotiation mee tin,,. 

2. In March 1976,  UNIDO presented  to  the   Industrial Development Board 

under document  ID/B/I62  the  proposals  for establishing a system of 

consultations  includi u   the  procedural  steps and institutional arrangements 

for operating  such a system at  the sectoral,   regional,   inter-regional,   and 

global  levels:   -  in brief,   the   proposals described the  subject and 

expected result  of consultation meeting at  the various levels.    The 

institutional machinery suggested covered  the  following: 

- Permanent  Industries Jeotor Committees,  which would direct 

and co-ordinate  sectoral consultations;       uti  the  overall  objective of reach- 

ing agreement on  the  contribution that eaoh sector would make  to achieve 

the  redistribution  of industrial activities and  to determine the specific 

conditions for or.the  agreements required  in  the crucial  fields of 

finance,   technology and equipment,   formation of skilled manpower, 

infrastructure,   and  trade  relations;  secondly,   it was envisaged to 

establish a Permanent Commission on Industrial Consultation whose 

main task could be  to provide  a forum for global consultation and 

to examine  the global  implications and  to  provide guidelines for 

co-ordinating the  activities and programmes  of the system as a whole,. 

- Thirdly regional committees have been established by  the Ministers 

of Indu8*ry of developing countries and are expected to funotion as 

the  focal  point  for co-ordinating in the  regions  the  implementation 

of the Lima targete. 

3. The  Industrial Development Board in examining at its Tenth session 

in April 1976 the UNIDO Secretariat's proposals deferred consideration 

of the institutional machinery for the consultation systemj it adopted 

a oonsensus resolution in which while it recognized the permanent and 

« 
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continuous nature of industrial consultation,  it considered necessary 

that a atep-by-step approach  was advisable  in the early  stages of 

implementing a system of  such complexity and scope.     Consequently, 

taking into account  the priority sectors indicated in  the Lima 

Declaration and the varying oapacity of   the developing  countries to 

benefit  thtrefrom,   the Industrial  Development Board authorized the 

Executive Direotor  to organise on an experimental  basis,   consultation 

in industrial  sector.     These consultations would include as appropriate 

representatives from Government,   industry,  and labour  from  interested 

countries and reflecting different socio-economic  systems.    As already 

announced by  the )<atecutive Director during the UNCTAD  IV Conference 

at Nairobi last May consultation meeting will  be carried  out  in the 

following sectors in the biennium 1976/1977: 

- Fertilizers!       17-21  January 1977} 

- Iron and Steels  7-11  February 1977; 

In addition,  consultation meetings in a^ro-based industry and leather 

are programmed for  the remainder of 1977.     Invitations  will   be issued 

shortly to all  Governments in Africa as well as African Regional Organiza- 

tions,  financial  and banking institutions to  take part   in these consultation 
meetings. 

4.      So much for the historical background.     Now may I   turn to  the 

methodology for preparing these industrial  sector consultation meetings. 

It will  be realized that,  unlike consultations which have taken place 

in commodities under the aegis of UNCT¿J),  industrial  sector consultations 

have no precedent in world economic relationships.    Its  sucess so 

cruoial  to the goal  of developing countries in achieving- economic self- 

reliance, hinges upon careful and meticulous preparation of the issues 

to be raised and discussed it the sectoral consultation meeting.    These 

issues would  take stjck of  the requirements of the developing countries in 

obtaining the finanoial resources,  in acquiring the technology and know-how, 

in up-grading and forming new technical  skills and in exploring for new raw 

materials.    These are basic pre-requisites to enable a particular sector to 

oontribute effectively to  the achievement of the 25# target.    Another crucial 

factor for the success of  industrial sector consultations is that the 

developing countries become fully cognizant and aware as to the objectives 

and the expected outcome of the consultation meetings.     The outcome,  we 
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believe,   should l6ad  to  specific   proposals for   agreements  rei ited  to 

expanding productivity  in a particular sector. 

5.       Nov*,   how do  we intend  to  (.repare  the ground for these consultation 

meetings? 

There are  two  distinct,  but  closaly  ii:ter-reltted stat es:   one is the 

study  phase of   the  sector;   the  oth-r ci ncerns   the assessment  of   the sector 

for the  purpose U'  extrapoì itine   certain known  and ^iven issues  that are of 

major  interest ana concern   to  developing   met developed countries.     Let us 

take as an example   the consultítion on  the Fertilizer Industry: 

a compra'' ensive  study   of   the  potential   world-wide development  of   the 

fertilizer  industry   to   the ytar  20u0 his been  recently completed by 

the  International   Centre for  Industrial   Jt'jdiea   (IClo),   in  co-operation 

with  other U.N.   bodies   md  regional   bodits (such   as  ¡CA)  competent  on 

the  subject.     The  »forld-wide  sectoral   study  on  Fertilizers  will,   inter alia, 

delve  into  such  factors  as  fertilizer consumption and  production  to   the 

year 2000,   raw materials,   or anic  fertili^-r materials,  marketing,   location 

of  fertilizer plants,   manpovjer,   policies for fertiliser industry  development. 

Taking  the  study as  the  point  of   departure,   and  en  the  strength  of   the advice 

and experience in UNIDO,   and  in other international  and regional  bodies, world 

authoritic-s on the  subject,  UNIDo  will   prepare  a  provisional   and su^ested 

list  of   issues for  the  fertilizer  sector.    This  may     nclude,   as  an 

illustration,   the  following: 

- The future distribution of  world fertiliser production between 

developing and developed countries 

- The construction of new fertiliser plants in developing countries 

1975 - 2000 

- The operation of fertilizer plants in developing countries at high 

rates of capacity utilization 

- The financing required to  build fertilizer plants in developing 

countries 1975 - 2000 

- The stability of fertilizer prices 

- The alternative approaches open to developing countries with small 

fertilizer markets 

- The production of organic fertilizer in developing countries 

- The interests of labour and trade unions  in developing and developed 

countries. 
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With  the completion of the world-wide sectoral   study  and  the  statement 

of  issues (stated as alternative  treasures for action by developing  and/or 

developed countries), UNIDO will   then convene a Preparatory Meeting of 

25-3O  Government experts (from  8-12 November 1976)  to  advise UNIDO  on the 

final   selection of  the i.riority   issues.     The participants,  invited  to 

attend   in their individual   expert capacity, will   be selected on the  basis of 

broad  geographical  distribution,   and of  the actual or potential  role of 

the participant expert as a producer or consumer of fertilizer;   the 

Government participant should be  aware of his country's current plans and of 

its future policy concerning the  development of   the fertilizer  industry.' 

The following  dCA member countries have been invited beginning October 

to the Ireparatory Meeting for Consultations of  the Fertilizer Industry: 

- Algeria 

- Sgypt 

- Morocco 

- Nigeria 

- Senegal 

- Sudan 

- Tanzania 

- Tunisia 

It is hoped that every effort will  be mad* to secure full  and adequate 

participation in this first  important undertaking. 

6.       Following the preparatory  phase when the priority  issues  and/or 

alternative for the development of  the fertilizer industry have bean 

identified and the possible ways  and means to achieve broad co-operation 

and agreement between developing and developed countries and amongst 

developing countries themselves,   the way is clear for convening  the 

consultation meeting itself.     In the case of Fertilizers,  this will  be 

beld in Vienna from 17-21 January 1977.     It is an inter-governmental meeting 

of 150 to 200 Government representatives,  all  U.N.  and UNIDO member oountriea. 

Government representatives will   have before them the world-wide sectoral 

study,  the report of the Preparatory Meeting containing the list of  priority 

issues finally retained for the  consultation meeting together with  supporting 

background data and documentation on each issue.    The outcome  of  the 

consultation meeting,  it  is hoped,  will   lead - inter alia -  to   the adoption 

of measures by the developing countries to increase their share of  total 
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fertilizar production by considfring  the number und  type uf new 

fertilizer plants  to be estiblish i up to the year  iOOO,  and 

secondly,   to make specific  {roposals on broad agreements which 

may  be reached between  Jevelopin    and developed  countries and 

amongst developing countries  themstlvea in the area of  project 

financing,  and  investment,   truie.fer  of   technology   arid tnow-hew, 

manpower  training and up-grading  of   skills,   raw material 

exploration   md  exploitition,   etc. 

7.       It  should be stressed here  ./hat  the consultation meeting is  not; 

it  Í8 not a seminar or  symposium which  reviews or  considers some 

technological  development or  aspect or a seminar for the o.utgal   inter- 

change of  ideas  or  experiences   in a  particul ir industrial   sector;   it 

is not confrontation.     The consultation meeting  is  concerned  »Jith 

posing and cross-examining  certain  issues and problems  tnat developing 

countries will   have in achieving  the  taruet  they  have set fur  increasing 

their share of  world  industrial   jroduction for  the year 20ÜÜ;   it   is 

concerned with stimulating  the review of  these issues and problems 

where a consensus may exist  and  thus   energize   solutions on a global 

scale for  the restructuring of  world  industrial  production. 

III.       RKaONAL IMPLICATIONS OF TÜÜ SYST» UF CONSULTATIONS 

As will   bave been seen from   ine  statement concerning  the institutional 

machinery for the  system of consultations - i.e.   ID/B/16^,  the Industrial 

Development Board  in its deliberations at  the tenth  seision deferred 

consideration of  the system of  regional  consultations till   the  eleventh 

session.     However,  at  its resumed  session,   in September,   the Industrial 

Development Board stated that UNIDO  should continue  to assist and  support 

the regional  bodies (such as  the Follow-up Committees)  in their meetings 

on  industrialization,  and  that preparatory activities at the regional 

level should be taken into account during sectoral  consultations. 
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2. As far as the Africa region is concerned, we would consider 

that  the Follow-up  Cornaittee and whatever teohnicul  or negotiating 

bodies would  be established under  it,   to be the  focal point for 

developing the African position- on consultations and negotiations. 

In  this respect,   UNI DO looks  forward  to a very  cloee  collaboration 

with  the  Follow-up   Committee and  the Joint  Industry  Division of iJCA 

in developing a meamnpful regional  consultation programme which would 

adequately reflect   the needs  of  the  African region  in achieving the 

target  of 2$ share  of total world  industri  1 production by the 

yeer  2000.     'T'he  Follow-up Committee should be closely  involved 

in fle^ininp und  pi eparinp regional  consultations. 

3. We no not  i ish  to prejudge whatever recommendations would    be 

made by the  Follow-up Committee  in  this vital area  but  it  is imperative 

to stress  that  a  clepr definition of substantive  issues  for possible 

regional consultations in Africa  be developed at  a  very early date. 

This would mainly  be at  the technical level«    However,   before the 

technical  level     is  reached,  it  is  necessary  that  a  common African 

position - both reijional and sub-regional - be defined and harmonized 

on i 

(a) the national,   sub-regional and regional plans  for the industrial 

•èctor  tb be  discussed at  the  regional  consultation meeting! 

(b) the scope,   form and extent  of  the bi-lateral   (i.e.  intra-regional 

co— opeiation)   as well as multi-lateral arrangements required to 

•atablish additional manufacturing capacities  either within 

national b<ardere or on sub-regional or regional basisi 

(c) the specific difficulties confronted on a regional on sub-regional 

basis in establishing new manufacturing capacities» 

(d) the suggested  proposals to  face  these difficulties and how they 

can be met   through regional,   sub-regional or inter-regional 

co-operation agreements. 
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4. To put these proposals into practice,  we would    suggest the possibility 

that the Follow-up  Committee establishes two sub-committee's i    one, à" policy 

advisory sub-committee on regional industrial consultations and the other, 

a  technical negotiating sub-committee.    The policy advisory sub-committee 
will  lay down general policy guidelines on the  following: 

(a) the institutional and procedural  arrangements  required to put 

the regional   syutem of consultations on an operational basisi 

(b) il would  function as an African  information clearing house  for 

consult   tions within the  region as well  as  for consultations 

ai  other  levels - that  is  plobal,   sectoral and inter-regional 
levelst 

(c) it would,   after consultation with  the member governments concerned, 

existing   regional institutions,   regional  banks and finance 

institutions,   etc.,   select   the appropriate industrial sectors 

which have  been designated as priority areas   for African 
industrial  development. 

5. It is  suggested that this  sub-committee be composed equally of 

African member countries who are  considered as resource-rich developing 

countries and resource-deficient  developing countries;  as well as 

observers from existing regional bodies and institutions,  regional banks, 

and  from ECA and UNIDO and other appropriate international organization«. 

6. The second  sub-committee would be  the main technical negotiating arm 

of the Follow-up  Committee.    It will consist mainly of government-appointed 

experte and  technical experts designated by  M.CA,  UNIDO and  other inter- 

national organi, ations.     It would set up under it speoifio working groups 

which would make recommendations on and preparations for priority 

industrial sectors    which have been or are under study»  secondly,   it 

would define and  identify the specific issues  that  could be raised 
during a-consultation meeting. 
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7.      The recommendations, should therefore be issue-oriented and not 

study-oriented.     In order words,  the reoommendations should lead either 

to the conclusion of intra-regional agreements or to developing and 

preparing the Africa position on specific industrial sectors which may 

come up  for consultations at  the global or sectoral lev«ls. 

IV.     CONCLUSIONS 

1. This  is a new,  dynamic and continuing effort.     We expect   that 

the present sectoral consultations  in Fertilizers,   Iron * Steel and 

Agro-based industy will  not   be a static undertaking.    They will  be 

followed-up by  furthe*   consultation  meetings  every  two years  in which 

the process achieved in the  implementr.tion  of proposals  are examined 

-nd monitored.     These  follow-up consultations may  lerd to  examining 

issues which may be raised  in a specific    sub-sector. 

2. In our 1978/l97°- dia ft  programme for consultations,  we  foresee 

that   follow-up consultation meetings will be  required to be held for 

the Fertilizer and Iron and Steel Sectors.     They will be preceded by 

Working Groups which will deal primarily with a specific  sub-sector 

which was  recommended for further consideration du ing the  first 

consultation meeting.    For example:     new plant construction,  capital 

goodB and teohnology,  product  development and marketing,  etc. 

3. We also intend to cover in the coming biennium new sectors such 

as Capital Goods Industry,  the Pre-fabricated Metal Industry,  Agricultural 

Machinery Industry and    Pharmaceutical Industry.     The consultation system 

should thus be seen in the content of a new but expanding and dynamic 

activity with an important  "multiplier" effect.     If successful,   developing 

countries will  increasin ;ly rely on the consultation mechanism as one 

of the new negotiating instruments  for achieving the new international 

economic order and for developing new economic relationships between 

the developing and developed countries based on justice,   equality and 

the avoidance of economic and political exploitation. 

1 
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4.  In the present economie cl.mate, where many industrialized countries 

•re facing financial difficulties and with slackening growth projections 

in the developed countries, the system of consultation should he viewed 

not as an instrument of confrontation hut as a means for increasing 

industrial co-operation which would result in a more equitable re- 

distribution of industrial oapacities. 
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ANNEX        VI 

- 48 - (Draft to be 
further amended) 

DRAFT REPORT 

OP THE THIRD MEETING OP THE FOLLOW-UP COWWITTEE ON INDUSTRIALIZATION 
IN APRICA 

Opening of the meeting 

1.        Opening statements were made by the Executive Secretary of EGA, 

the Executive Director of UNIDO,  the OAU Assistant Secretary-General for 

Economic and Social Affairs and the representative of WIPO.    The HCA 

Executive Secretary reviewed past industrialization strategies in the 

African region,  indicated their fundamental deficiencies as far as the 

implementation of internally self-sustaining industrial  development was 

concerned and proposed the adoption of an integrated and comprehensive 

industrialization policy accompanied by programme of action supported 

by programmes in the metal,  chemical, engineering and building materials 

industries in addition to the continuing programmes in agro-industries. 

2. The Executive Director of UNIDO emphasized  the importance for the 

African region of the consultations to be organized by UNIDO in pursuance 

of a decision taken at Lima and endorsed by the General Assembly at its 

seventh special session.    He also stressed that any effective industrial- 

ization strategy should be integrated to the greatest possible degree 

with agricultural development. 

3. The OAU Assistant Secretary-Ceneral stressed the paramount importance 

of self-reliance and the need to restructure the industrial policies of 

African countries with particular emphasis on those industries in which 

the African region had resources and capabilities.    He stressed that the 

development of such industries must primarily be based on domestic and 

regional markets and that every possible action should be undertaken to 

stimulate domestic demand through material incentives and advertising 

to introduce new products. 

4. The Committee recognized that progress towards the achievement 

of the 2 per cent target under the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action 

involved a gigantic task which would require mobilisation of financial 

resources, technology and skilled manpower within the African region. 
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5.   The representative of UNIDO outlined to the Committee UNIDO 

activities relating to the planned sectoral consultations on the 

redeployment of industrial production in the coming three years, 

including the planned consultations on fertilizers and iron and 

Bteel early in 1977, with other sectoral consultations to follow, 

mainly in the field of agro-based industries, pharmaceuticals, 

capital goods and so on. He re-emphasized the importance of African 

participation in the consultations and noted that a number of African 

countries would participate in the meetings planned for the preparation 

of the consultations on iron and steel and fertilizers. 

AGREED CONCLUSIONS 

1. In order to enable African countries to achieve the Lima targets 

for industrialization, it is essential that industrial policy should be 

restructured so as to place priority on collective self-reliance at 

the national, subregional and regional levels. In order to do so, 

African countries are urged to give particular priority to the training 

of industrial manpower, and to adopt policies and programmes to ensure 

harmony as between agricultural and industrial development and to 

inculcate discipline and austerity particularly in the use of financial 

resources, so that surplus savings can be used to serve self-reliance 

in industrialization. In the new policies and strategies particular 

emphasis should be given to regional economic and industrial co-operation, 

in particular, through the establishment of multinational industrial 

projects to ensure adequate complementarity and avoid excess capacity 

in industrial plants. 

2. The Committee also agréées that African countries should participate 

fully in the sectoral consultations planned by UNIDO within the context 

of a multiple strategy for industrialization in the African region. 

Both for the regional and for the sectoral consultations adequate 

national, subregional and regional machinery should be established. 

3. The Committee endorses the following four programmes formulated 

by EGA as a basis for achieving integrated industrialization: 

(a) Basic metal industry development programme; 

(b) Engineering industry development programme; 

(c) Chemical indu3try development programme; and 

(d) Building materials development programme. 
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4. It approves the following action programmes: 

(a) Comprehensive studies in each of the above areas to 

establish the stage of development so far reached in 

Africa and to determine the linkages among these branches 

and with the rest of the economy, training needs and 

steps to be taken to meet those needs; 

(b) On the basis of the studies, preparation of integrated 

comprehensive industrialization policy and a programme 

of action for implementation; 

(c) Organization of an intergovernmental meeting of experts 

from ministries of industry and planning to consider the 

industrialization policy and the programme of action; 

(d) An invitation to experts from member States and other 

developing regions to prepare project, programmes and 

policy papers for national and multinational implementation 

within the framework of the agreed strategy and to provide 

advice on the rationalization of industrial development, 

for submission to the fourth Conference of African Ministers 

of Industry and later to the OAU Summit; and 

(e) An invitation to African Governments to release national 

experts from time to time to be seconded to BCA and OAU on 

request for the implementation of the above decisions, 

5. The Committee endorses the draft project doucments on the 

African Centre for Industrial Consulting, Engineering and Management 

and the African Centre for Industrial Design and Manufacturing and 

urged BCA, UNIDO and OAU with the financial support of UNDP to organize 

the planned field missions immediately and ensure that all countries are 

made aware of the mission in advance, to make it possible to identify 

countries which wish to receive the mission. 

6. On the subject of the transfer and development of technology, 

no specific document was submitted. Reference was made to past resolutions 

by the OAU Conference of Heads of State and Government, the Conference of 

African Ministers of Industry and UNCTAD. In view thereof, an inter-agency 
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1 
working group had been formed by EGA comprising also UNIDO, UÏÏCTAI) and 

UNISCO to make adeqaute preparations for the establishment of the Centre. 

The working group was to mount a field mission to hold consultations 

with Governments and then submit a report which would be the basis for 

determining the structure and modalities of the Centre. The UIPO 

representative made a statement on the available information on patents, 

referring to WIPO's responsibility in documentation and the protection 

of inventions and industrial property at the international level. The 

attention of the Committee was drawn to the forthcoming meeting for the 

revision of the Paris C nvention on Inventions. In conclusion the 

Committee recommended that the African Governments should take a keen 

and active interest in that meeting. 

7.  The Committee had before it a document on the establishment of 

an African Industrial Development Fund whose main function would be the 

financing of preinvestment studies, as part of the group of projects 

endorsed above. The Fund document was endorsed wixh minor changes to 

the effect that the sources of finance should include a provision for 

charging fees. The points stressed by the Committee included the 

possibility of associating the Fund with the African Development Bank, 

and how the Fund could best accomplish its main objective of implementing 

the Lima Plan of Action in the African region. In conclusion, the 

Committee agreed that the issues raised should be the subject of 

thorough investigation by the exploratory field mission and should 

not prejudice the outcome of the findings of that mission. 
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ANNEX VII 
1 

Note on HI IDC)'s Statement - Item 4 (a):    Implementation of the Lina 
Declaration and Plan of Action at the African Regional Level - 
Monitoring Africa's Progress towards the Achievement of the Target 
Share within  the Framework of the Lima declaration and Plan of Action. 

The Committee recognized that the African countries have to exert tre- 

mendous efforte towards the achievement of the 2 per cent target as —»pressed 

by the Lima Declaration and Plan of Action.    It was emphasized that these 

efforts should concentrate on: 

- long-term global  development  strategy; 

- diversification of industrial  output; 

- mobilization  of available resources; 

- development of trade; 

- reform of institutional infrastructure. 

Further,  African countries are urged to harmonize agricultural and industrial 

development and to give priority to the training of manpower. 

The Committee approved the undertaking by ECA of the following sectoral 

studies as a first step towards an integrated development strategy: 

- basic metal  industries; 

- engineering industrias; 

- chemical  industries; 

- building materials industries. 

The studies will  serve as a basis for the initiation of a regional development 

strategy,  of possible industrial co-operation schemes,   for the determination 

of training needs and as inputs into the system of consultations. 

It was stated by UNTDO that concurrently a long-term project was initiated 

to study the implications of,  and conditions for,  the  realization of the global 

industrial targets for the developing world to be achieved around the year 2000. 

Various approaches,  at the global,  at the regional and at the national  level 

will  have to be used in studying this question.    To this end,  the first steps 

taken during 1976 were devoted to the arrangement for the construction of a 

consistent framework which consists of the setting-up of a relatively simple 

model  within which various country studies can be fitted.    This framework 

defines also the requirements for each country so that  co-ordination will be 

possible within  the global  consistency framework.    Consequently,  the industrial 

growth potential  of the developing countries taken as groups or separately 

will  be analyzed in order to assess what resources and efforts wil1   be required 
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and what policies will havs to be adopted to reach the targets.    In this 

connexion the Internationa.1  Centre for Industrial Studies has initiated 

the undertaking of a series of in-depth country studies of long-term 

industrial prospects and potential  of selected developing countries. 
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